The Gallery Theatre at Barnsdall Art Park
4800 Hollywood Boulevard (between Vermont and Normandie), Hollywood, CA 90027

* coming South/East on the 101: exit Hollywood, head East
* coming North/West on the 101: exit Vermont, head North, turn left (West) onto Hollywood
* coming from the 5: exit Los Feliz, head West, turn left (going South) onto Vermont, turn right (going West) on Prospect, Prospect becomes Hollywood

Enter through the gate on the South side of Hollywood Blvd. just East of the light at Edgemont, or West of the light at New Hampshire (which is just West of Vermont).

The theatre is at the top of the hill, adjacent to the art gallery (they have separate entrances).

Best parking locations are the perimeter of the park; use the lot at the entrance for overflow. Please park at an angle in the perimeter spaces (ignore the parallel space markings).

The theatre entrance is on the West side (the parking on the East side is actually behind the theatre, down a steep set of stairs)